
Rules and Articles of the Video Streaming Project

1. Cryptocurrency Payment Method:

1.1 The Video Streaming Project accepts payments and rewards in cryptocurrencies, including
Ethereum, Litecoin, Shiba Inu, Ethereum Classic, NEM, DigiByte, Bitcoin Diamond, Peercoin,
Vertcoin, eCash, Monero, Zcash, BitcoinZ, Ravencoin, DigitalNote, and Reddcoin.

1.2 The platform is centered around the value of cryptocurrencies, not real-world money.
Therefore, payments will be made exclusively in cryptocurrencies, as agreed with users and
content creators.

1.3 The maximum payment for any transaction on the platform will be 100 cryptocurrencies.

1.4 If content creators wish to exchange their cryptocurrencies for fiat currencies such as USD,
Euro, or other real-world currencies, they are free to do so on cryptocurrency exchanges like
Binance or Coinbase.

1.5 The default cryptocurrency used will be the most undervalued and highest-volume,
enabling the owner to honor payments to users and content creators.

2. Sale and Rental of External Videos:

2.1 Content creators are allowed to sell or rent their external videos through the platform,
provided they adhere to the rules set forth by the Project.

2.2 Sale or rental transactions must be conducted exclusively in cryptocurrencies listed on the
platform.

3. Updates on Cryptocurrencies:

3.1 If a specific cryptocurrency ceases its activities or runs out of reserves, the Video Streaming
Project will notify all creators and users about the situation and take appropriate measures.

4. Prohibition of Pyramid Schemes and Illegal Practices:

4.1 The Video Streaming Project has no association with pyramid schemes or any illegal
practices. Its purpose is to provide a content-sharing platform based on cryptocurrencies.

5. Age Rating and Content:

5.1 All videos on the platform must be categorized into age groups L, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18,
adhering to specific standards for each type of external content.

5.2 Posting child pornography or any content violating laws related to child protection is
strictly prohibited.

6. Fake News and Hate Speech:

6.1 The spread of fake news on the platform is prohibited. Content creators who post fake
news will be suspended for one year. In case of recurrence, the account will be permanently
terminated for just cause.



6.2 Hate speech, severe offenses, racial prejudice, color, gender, sexual orientation, religion, or
any form of violence in homemade videos is prohibited. Respect all users and creators.

7. Copyright and Creative Commons:

7.1 Content creators have the freedom to choose Creative Commons Licenses 1 through 6 for
their internal videos, as well as to use copyright for their external videos.

7.2 The Video Streaming Project follows the standards set by LAW No. 9,610, dated February
19, 1998, regulating copyright in Brazil.

8. Video Resolution and External Hosting:

8.1 Videos on the platform must have a 16:9 aspect ratio. The 9:16 aspect ratio is prohibited.

8.2 It is allowed to use external hosting services such as Google Drive, supporting playback of
videos in .mp4 or .m3u8 format via direct URLs.

9. Local Hosting and Video Download:

9.1 Content creators can host their videos on internal networks such as local servers,
computers, smartphones, Windows, Linux, or MAC OS X.

9.2 Users can put their own videos for download on their devices, respecting Creative
Commons standards if they exceed 12 hours in duration.

10. Virtual Identity and Accounts:

10.1 Each user or content creator will have their virtual identity on the platform, limited to one
account.

10.2 Creators' names must be accurate, and all accounts will be verified.

11. Verification of External Videos:

11.1 All external videos must be verified and include information about the license, age rating,
and content certification to ensure transparency for users.

12. Commitment to Truth and Respect:

12.1 The platform advocates for truth and is committed to not endorsing any form of hate
speech, fake news, or harmful content.

12.2 Sharing illegal tutorials or instructions that violate the law is strictly prohibited.

13. Prohibition of Gambling and Dangerous Content:

13.1 Gambling and any dangerous content, such as fire experiments, bombs, or security
violations, are prohibited on the platform.

14. Live Streams and Educational Use:

14.1 Testing live broadcasts in the internal mode of the platform is permitted, considering the
potential use of internal IPs.



14.2 Content creators with experience or education in fields such as education, medicine, and
public services are welcome on the platform.

15. End of the Video Streaming Project:

15.1 If the owner of the Project decides to terminate the project before October 27, 2080, they
will communicate with all users and creators.

15.2 In case the owner is absent due to their passing, the platform will cease operations, and
all payments will be finalized by the stipulated date.

16. Payment Method and Wallets:

16.1 The platform accepts only cryptocurrency payments, not traditional currencies. Users
must install a cryptocurrency wallet, such as Coinomi, to conduct transactions.

17. Final Notice:

17.1 The Video Streaming Project reiterates that it is not a pyramid scheme or illegal practice.
It is a content-sharing platform based on cryptocurrencies.

17.2 The platform aims for respect and transparency with all users and content creators,
fostering a collaborative and secure community.

Article 18: Scoring and Rewards

18.1 The Video Streaming Project offers a scoring system for users who regularly use our
platform. Every action taken on the platform can earn points for the user, providing an
interactive and engaging experience.

18.2 Actions that generate points include but are not limited to: watching videos, interacting
with other users through comments and ratings, creating personalized playlists, sharing
content on social media, and inviting new users to join the Project.

18.3 Points accumulated by users can be exchanged for rewards such as access to exclusive
content, special merchandise, or temporary premium subscriptions.

Article 19: Level System

19.1 In addition to scoring, the Video Streaming Project also implements a level system for
users. As the user accumulates points, they progress to higher levels, unlocking additional
benefits and recognition within the community.

19.2 Levels provide access to exclusive features such as custom emojis, distinctive profile icons,
distinctive badges, and priority in content updates and releases.

19.3 The level system is designed to encourage active and continuous user participation on the
platform, rewarding their engagement and dedication.

Article 20: Transparency and Control

20.1 Users can track their scoring and level progress through a dedicated area in their profile,
where they can also view available rewards for redemption.



20.2 The Video Streaming Project commits to providing full transparency about the scoring,
levels, and rewards system, enabling users to fully understand how the incentive program
works.

20.3 Users have the right to opt-out of the scoring and rewards system if desired, without
negatively impacting their experience on the platform.

Article 21: Responsibility and Ethics

21.1 The Video Streaming Project reserves the right to change the rules, scoring criteria, and
rewards of the system at any time, provided it is communicated to users clearly and
transparently.

21.2 The scoring and rewards system is intended to be a positive incentive tool to stimulate
user interaction and participation. The Project will not tolerate any abuse, attempts at
manipulation, or inappropriate behavior aiming to obtain unfair scores.

21.3 In case

of suspicion of rule violation or improper use of the system, the Project reserves the right to
take appropriate measures, including revoking points or levels, and in extreme cases,
suspending or deleting users' accounts.

End of the Article:

Lastly, we appreciate everyone for being a part of the Video Streaming Project. Your
participation and contribution are essential to the success of this community. Stay informed
about updates and make the most of this unique and innovative experience!

The Video Streaming Project thanks all users for being part of this community. Our goal is to
provide an enriching and enjoyable experience for all, encouraging interaction, discovery of
new content, and sharing experiences among members.

By using the platform, you agree to comply with the rules set forth in this document, ensuring
integrity and mutual respect among all users.

Welcome to our journey on the Video Streaming Project!

Enjoy our crypto universe and have a great experience on our platform!

Sincerely,

The Video Streaming Project Team


